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Abstract: The paper specifies deterministic inventory model for vendor - buyer with coordi-

nation and non coordination situations. In coordinate situation, the vendor provides quantity

discount to the buyer for bulk purchase. In both situations total cost is developed for both

buyer and vendor and order quantity is determined by analytically tractable solutions. This

study is made to determine the optimal order quantity to lesser the total inventory costs.

Numerical examples are provided to revels the developed model.
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1. Introduction

Minimize the total inventory costs (setup cost, ordering cost, holding cost and
shortage cost) is the main objective of traditional inventory models. Inventory
models have lot of real time applications since we can implement these mod-
els easily in the organization. In inventory management some mechanism are
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implemented to coordinate buyer and vendor. The mechanisms are quantity
discount, sales rebit, trade credit, revenue sharing etc., Quantity discount is the
best mechanism when it compared with the others.

Yoo et al. [10] developed inventory models for imperfect production and
inspection processes with various inspection options under one-time and con-
tinuous improvement investment. Sana [8] studied economic production lot
size model in an imperfect production system. Khan et al. [3] analyzed eco-
nomic order quantity (EOQ) for items with imperfect quality and inspection
errors. J. T. Hsu and L. F. Hsu [2] studied two EPQ models with imperfect
production processes, inspection errors, planned backorders, and sales returns.
Chang et al. [1] developed impacts of inspection errors and trade credits on
the economic order quantity model for items with imperfect quality. Tiwari et
al. [9] analyzed impact of trade credit and inflation on retailer’s ordering poli-
cies for non-instantaneous deteriorating items in a two-warehouse environment.
Ravithammal et al. [7] developed EPQ model for perishable items with fixed
and linear backorders. Muniappan and Uthayakumar [4] studied mathematical
model for computing optimal replenishment polices. Ravithammal et al. [6]
studied EPQ inventory model for buyer- manufacturer with quantity discount
and completely backlogged shortages for fixed life time product. Muniappan
et al. [5] developed EPQ inventory model for vendor-buyer coordination with
quantity discount, backordering and rework for fixed life time products. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, notations and
assumption are given. In Section 3, model formulation is given. In Section
4, numerical examples illustrate the developed model. Finally conclusion and
summary are presented.

2. Assumptions and Notations

The model use the following notations and assumptions.

Notations:

D Demand rate per time unit
R1 Buyer’s unit ordering cost per order
R2 Vendor’s unit setup cost per order
s Buyer’s unit shortage cost per order
p Buyer’s unit purchase cost per order
Q Economic Order quantity
Q1 Backorders level
Hb Buyer’s unit holding cost per order per unit
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Hv Vendor’s unit holding cost per order per unit
sc Vendor’s unit screening cost per order per unit
n Vendor’s multiples of order without coordination
m Vendor’s multiples of order with coordination
k Buyer’s multiples of order with coordination
d(k) Discount factor

Assumptions

(i) Demand rate is constant.

(ii) Without coordination scheme buyer having shortages and with coordina-
tion scheme no shortages are occurring.

(iii) Without coordination vendor screened the damaged items and with coor-
dination buyer screened the damaged items for resale.

3. Model Formulation

In this section, model formulation for system is developed for with and
without coordination. Without coordination scheme, buyer has shortages and
vendor screened the damaged products. In coordination scheme, the buyer
order quantity is large than regular quantity because the vendor offers quantity
discount to the buyer. Hence, the buyer has no shortage and he himself screened
the damaged products for resale.

Model Formulation: Without coordination

The total cost for buyer contains, ordering cost
R1D

Q
, holding cost

HbQ
2
1

2Q

and shortage cost
s(Q−Q1)

2

2Q
.

Thus, total cost for buyer can be written as

TCb = Ordering cost + Holding cost + Shortage Cost (3.1)

=
R1D

Q
+

HbQ
2
1

2Q
+

s(Q−Q1)
2

2Q
(3.2)

The total cost for vendor contains the setup cost
R2D

nQ
, the holding cost

HvnQ

2

and the screening cost
scnQ

2
.
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Thus, total cost for vendor can be written as

TCv = Setup cost + Holding cost + Screening Cost (3.3)

=
R2D

nQ
+

HvnQ

2
+

scnQ

2
(3.4)

For optimality
∂TCb

∂Q1
= 0 and

∂2TCb

∂Q2
1

> 0 we get,

Q∗
1 =

sQ

Hb + s
(3.5)

For optimality
∂TCb

∂Q
= 0 and

∂2TCb

∂Q2
> 0 we get,

Q∗ =

√

2R1D

sHb

(3.6)

Model Formulation: With coordination

The total cost for buyer contains, ordering cost
R1D

Qc

, holding cost
HbQc

2

and screening cost
scQc

2
.

Thus, total cost for buyer can be written as

TCb1 = Ordering cost + Holding cost + Shortage Cost (3.7)

=
R1D

Qc

+
HbQc

2
+

scQc

2
(3.8)

The total cost for vendor contains, setup cost
R2D

knQc

, holding cost
HvknQc

2
and

buyer’s quantity discount pDd(k). Thus, total cost for vendor can be written
as

TCv1 = Setup cost + Holding cost + Buyer’s discount factor (3.9)

=
R2D

knQc

+
HvknQc

2
+ pDd(k) (3.10)

For optimality
∂TCb1

∂Qc

= 0 and
∂2TCb1

∂Q2
c

> 0 we get,

Q∗
c =

√

2R1D

Hb + sc
(3.11)
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4. Numerical Examples

Example 1. Let R1 = 300 per order, R2 = 100 per order, D = 1000 units
per year, Hv = 2$, Hb = 20$, sc = 2$, s = 25$, p = 5$, n = 2, m = 3, k = 2,
d(k) = 5%.

The optimal solutions areQ∗ = 34.64, Q∗
1 = 19.25, TCb(Q

∗, Q∗
1) = 8.8527X103 ,

TCv(Q
∗, Q∗

1) = 1.5819X103 Q∗
c = 115.47, TCb1(Q

∗
c) = 3.8682X103 , TCv1(Q

∗
c) =

1.0872X103 .

Example 2. Let R1 = 400 per order, R2 = 200 per order, D = 1500 units
per year, Hv = 4$, Hb = 25$, sc = 25$, s = 25$, p = 5$, n = 3, m = 4, k = 2,
d(k) = 10%.
The optimal solutions are

Q∗ = 43.82, Q∗
1 = 21.91, TCb(Q

∗, Q∗
1) = 1.3967X104 ,

TCv(Q
∗, Q∗

1) = 3.8176X103 Q∗
c = 154.92, TCb1(Q

∗
c) = 5.9644X103 ,

TCv1(Q
∗
c) = 3.5918X103 .

5. Conclusion

In this paper, vendor - buyer inventory model for deteriorating items is de-
veloped under screening process. Shortages are permitted in this inventory
system for buyer only under non coordination situation. The damaged items
are screened for resale by the vendor for non coordination situation and buyer
for coordination situation. To compare with non coordination, quantity dis-
count coordination situation proves equal benefits of buyer and vendor. Our
objective is to find the optimal order quantity to minimize the total inventory
cost. Numerical examples are also provided to illustrate the proposed model.
For the further researches, our proposed model can be extended in considering
time, price or stock-dependent demand rate, credit period, quantity discounts,
temporary discounts etc.,
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